The fixing unit for the owa450 has been designed to mount the unit with screws or in a standard 35mm DIN rail. The owa450 without fixing unit can also be mounted with double sided adhesive, or cable ties.

The fixing unit includes:

- 1 Main body
- 2 DIN rail fixing parts
- 4 screws to mount the DIN rail fixing parts or to mount the Main body to a wall.

For wall mounting, the Main body has to be screwed to the wall first, and after that the owa450 is snap fit in the fixing unit.

For DIN rail mounting, the DIN rail fixing parts have to be screwed to the Main body.

Different mounting options are available for the DIN rail fixing units as shown in the picture.
Dimensions Main body (mm)

Dimensions DIN rail fixing (mm)

For assembly options and tips, please see this video.